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We present a new design of compound Fresnel-R concentrator which is composed of two lenses: a primary lens (Fresnel lens) that
works by total internal reflection at outer sawteeth but refraction at inner sawteeth, and a ringed secondary lens that works by
refraction. In contrast to previous Fresnel lens concentrators, this design increases the acceptance angle, improves the irradiance
uniformity on the solar cell, and reduces the aspect ratio significantly. Meanwhile several sawteeth of the primary Fresnel lens
can correspond to a same ring of secondary lens, which will efficiently lower the complexity of designing and manufacturing.
Moreover, in order to reduce the influence of manufacturing tolerances and to increase the optical efficiency further, the central
part of the bottom of the secondary lens which directly adhered to the solar cell is designed as a cone-shaped prism to collect the
sunlight that does not reach the solar cell. Finally, we provide simulations and analyses of the design method an optical efficiency
more than 80% and an aspect ratio smaller than 0.5 can be achieved.

1. Introduction

The photovoltaic industry is growing rapidly today; however,
it is still limited by the high cost of photovoltaic systems, es-
pecially the expensive semiconductor material. An effective
way to reduce the cost is to cut down the amount of
the semiconductor material by means of combination with
concentrating optics. The Fresnel lens has been used as a
concentrator in photovoltaic field for many years [1–3]. The
main disadvantages of these concentrators are long focal
distance and nonuniform illumination on the solar cell’s
active area. The first photovoltaic integrating concentrator
was proposed by Sandia National Labs in the late 1980s
[4], which used a Fresnel lens as the primary lens and an
imaging single surface lens as the secondary lens to obtain
the uniform irradiance distribution on the cell, and it was
commercialized later by Alpha Solarco. This kind of concen-
trator consists of two imaging optical lenses, where the
Fresnel lens is placed at the single surface lens’ focal plane,
and vice versa. Despite the simplicity and uniform illumina-
tion on cell of this concept, their application is still restricted

to low concentrations (<1000x) due to its low acceptance-
concentration product.

In addition to the excellent performance of the multi-
junction solar cell under high concentration sunlight [5],
a higher concentration factor can considerably reduce the
cost of solar photovoltaic generation [6]. Thus, one of the
purposes of our work is to design nonimaging Fresnel lenses
used in concentrating photovoltaic systems (CPVs) with a
high concentration factor but its aspect ratio (i.e., the ratio
of focal length to the aperture of lens) maintains a relatively
small value. For traditional Fresnel concentrator, however,
the focal length of CPVs will be enlarged with the geometric
concentration. A good strategy to increase the concentration
of the Fresnel CPV system but not to enlarge the focus of
the Fresnel lens is to design most of Fresnel lens’s sawteeth
as total internal reflectors (TIR) [7], whose aspect ratio can
be even lower than 0.5. Nevertheless, the closer to the centre
of Fresnel lens, the more serious is its Fresnel loss resulting
from the vertical facet, and the design method is relatively
complex. Unfortunately, there are few investigations paying
more attention to the determination of critical radius which
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can simplify the design method and the further increase of
optical efficiency.

With this background, in this paper a more realistic
design method is proposed to design a high concentration
compound Fresnel lens with a small aspect ratio, which com-
bined the outer sawteeth that work by total internal reflection
with the inner sawteeth that work by refraction. The critical
radius where the sawteeth of Fresnel lens begins to perform
TIR is derived by using simple trigonometry. Furthermore,
the approach of simplifying design method that several saw-
teeth of the primary Fresnel lens can correspond to a same
ring of secondary lens is also presented. Thus, only several
aspherical rings are designed as secondary lens’ front surface
is done in the CPVs to obtain more uniform irradiance dis-
tribution. Finally, a cone-shaped prism to collect the sunlight
that does not reach the solar cell is also added to consummate
the CPVs, which will increase the optical efficiency further.

2. Design Method

The CPV optics constitute a typical design problem that
contains both the bundle coupling problem for obtaining
maximum acceptance-concentration product and the pre-
scribed irradiance to obtain uniform irradiance distribution
on the solar cell area [4]. This is usually a difficult task and
only the partial solutions have been found.

The design method includes two parts: design of primary
Fresnel lens and design of secondary lens of CPV system. The
former also includes two parts: design of the outer sawteeth
of Fresnel lens that work by total internal reflection and
design of the inner sawteeth that work by refraction. The
front surface of secondary lens has several aspheric rings
and is designed to optimize the spatial distribution of the
light over the solar cell. The solar cell is adhered at the
bottom of the secondary lens directly, making it simple to
seal against moisture and prevent misalignment. Figure 1
shows the cross-sectional sketch of this compound Fresnel-R
concentrator for CPV system. Incident light is assumed to be
parallel and the circular solar cell is adopted as an example in
the following design. Since the source and solar cell are both
of axial symmetry, only one quarter must be considered in
this discussion and the final device is obtained by applying
the rotational symmetry.

2.1. Design of Primary Fresnel Lens. First, we design the outer
part of primary Fresnel concentrator that works by total
internal reflection. Before that we need to determine the cri-
tical radius which cuts the Fresnel lens into two different
parts: the outer part that works by TIR and the inner part that
works by direct refraction, as shown in Figure 1 (red dashed
line). The closer to the centre of Fresnel lens, the more seri-
ous is the Fresnel loss resulted from the vertical facet, and the
bigger is the size of sawtooth. Thus, it is not appropriate to
design most of the sawteeth as TIR, especially for the centre
sawteeth, which can be refractive sawteeth. Actually, there
is a critical radius that determines which is suitable: TIR or
direct refraction. For the direct refractive sawtooth (see, e.g.,
Figure 2(a)), we can deduce the relationship of incident angle

Fresnel concentrator

Secondary optical element

Solar cell

Heat sink

Outer parts Inner parts

Figure 1: Sketch map of compound Fresnel-R lens for CPV system.

i interrelated to Fresnel loss and convergent angle θ of the
Fresnel lens:

i = arctan
(

tan θ

n
√

1 + tan2θ − 1

)
, (1)

where n is the refractive index of the Fresnel lens. And a
similar formula for the TIR sawtooth can be calculated simil-
arly (see, e.g., Figure 2(b)):

i′ = arcsin
(

1

n
√

1 + tan2θ

)
. (2)

Figure 3 illustrates the convergent angle with the incident
angle for TIR sawtooth (red curve) and direct refraction
sawtooth (blue curve), which is obtained by (1) and (2). It
noted that x-axis is tan θ, which is also approximately equal
to Rn/ f , where Rn and f are the radius of each sawtooth and
the focal distance of Fresnel lens, respectively. The red line
indicates that as the convergent angle θ reduces gradually
(yellow arrow), the Fresnel loss caused by the refraction
of the vertical facet will increase as opposed to the blue
line. It is clear that there is a point of intersection between
the red curve and the blue curve, which is the critical
radius. Therefore, for the solutions left of the critical radius,
it is more appropriate to design these sawteeth as direct
refraction.

Achieving high reflectivity mirror is usually expensive
and the degradation of the mirror quality could be faster
than is desirable for a CPV system [8]. So, mirrors are not
used in this design method. As shown in Figure 4(a), we
expect that the rays (represented by red line) issuing from
a planar wavefront w could be total internal reflected by
the sawtooth’s titled surface, and then refracted by the saw-
tooth’s vertical surface. Finally, the rays exiting from Fresnel
lens could be focused on the point F. It is known that
this is a conservation of the optical path length problem
[9]. Considering a coordinate (y, z) system, the optical path
equation is expressed as

opl = l1 + l2 + l3,

l1 = n1 ∗ |WP| = n1 ∗
√(

Wy − Py

)2
+ (Wz − Pz)

2,
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Figure 2: Determination of the critical radius. (a) The direct refractive sawtooth. (b) The TIR sawtooth. The sawteeth and the angle of
incident ray are locally exaggerated, only for interpreting conveniently.
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Figure 3: The change of incident angle i with convergent angle θ.
The refractive index of Fresnel lens is adapted as n = 1.4918.

l2 = n1 ∗ |PV | = n1 ∗
√(

Py −Vy

)2
+ (Pz −Vz)

2,

l3 = n0 ∗ |VF| = n0 ∗
√(

Vy − Fy

)2
+ (Vz − Fz)

2, (3)

where n1 and n0 are the refractive index of primary Fresnel
lens and air, respectively, l1 denotes the optical path length
from the point W (on the planar wavefront) to the point
P (on the tilted surface), l2 denotes the optical path length
from the point P to the point V (on the vertical surface), and
l3 denotes the optical path length from the point V to the
point F (the focus of sawtooth). Once the lowest point P1 of
sawtooth, the planar wavefront w, and the focus of sawtooth
F are specified, the optical path length constant will be deter-
mined, and enough discrete points on the tilted surface of
sawtooth can be acquired easily by the conservation of the
optical path length expressed as (3) and the Snell’s law ex-
pressed as

[
1 + n2 − 2n

(
�O · �I

)]1/2 �N = �O − n�I , (4)

where �I and �O are the unit vectors of incident and refracted
rays, �N is the unit normal vector on the refracted point, and
n is the relative refraction index of Fresnel lens. The example
examines only one sawtooth of the outer part of Fresnel con-
centrator; the others can be calculated in the same manner.

Secondly, we design the inner part of primary Fresnel
concentrator that work by direct refraction. The design
method is very similar to that of the outer sawtooth as des-
cribed above. The only difference is that the rays (represented
by red line) emitted from a plane wavefront w′ are refracted
but not totally internal reflected by the inner sawtooth as
shown in Figure 4(b). Normally, we can also obtain enough
discrete points on the curve of inner sawtooth uncom-
plicatedly by taking advantage of the conservation of optical
path length equation and the Snell’s law expressed as in the
next equation and (4), respectively

opl = l1 + l2,

l1 = n1 ∗
∣∣W ′P′

∣∣ = n1 ∗
√(

W ′
y − P′y

)2
+
(
W ′

z − P′z
)2,

l2 = n0 ∗
∣∣P′F′∣∣ = n0 ∗

√(
P′y − F′y

)2
+
(
P′z − F′z

)2
.

(5)

Note that in the calculation of these discrete points, the
width of each sawtooth t must be determined which is chosen
before the design of primary lens, and then the lowest point
Pn of each sawtooth can be obtained. Until now, quite a
number of discrete points on each curve of sawtooth have
been obtained, therefore the final curve of each sawtooth is
accomplished by appropriately fitting or interpolating these
discrete points with a lower polynomial within the permis-
sible error range.

2.2. Design of Secondary Lens. The design method of second-
ary lens is depicted in cross-section in Figure 5. For
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Figure 4: Design of the outer and inner sawteeth of primary Fresnel lens. The coordinate system is specified (y, z), where ϕ is the angle
between the vertical surface and z-axis also named drag angle.

the convenience of interpretation, only one ring of secondary
lens corresponding to one sawtooth of primary lens is shown.
Actually, there is not a one-to-one correlation between a
sawtooth of primary Fresnel lens and a ring of secondary
lens, in other words, several sawteeth of primary Fresnel lens
can correspond to one ring of secondary lens, as shown in
Figure 1, three sawteeth directly correspond to one ring of the
secondary lens, which can make the CPVs more convenient
to design and manufacture the secondary lens. According to
edge ray principle [6], rays from the edge of source should
strike the edge of the target. Thus each portion of the front
surface of secondary lens can be a Cartesian oval [10]. For
example, one ring of secondary lens which is a Cartesian oval
transform the edge ray bundle coming from point P1 into
the edge ray bundle impinging on the R2 of the solar cell,
as shown in Figure 5(a). With this it is forced that the other
incident angle ray bundle can also reach the cell. The optical
path of these rays is determined by the points P1,F,R2, and
the refractive index of the dielectric material chosen at the
beginning. Thus it is easy to determine this Cartesian oval
with two focus P1,R2, and its fixed point F.

Next we need to calculate the borders of this ring of
secondary lens’ surface tracing the edge rays r1, r2 coming
from positive and negative inner acceptance-angle θi which
can be determined by the simple format of Snell’s law expres-
sed as equation:

sin θa = n1 sin θi, (6)

where θa and θi are the acceptance-angle of CPVs and the
inner acceptance-angle, respectively. In the Figure 5(b), the
intersections S1, S2 of positive acceptance-angle ray r1 and
negative acceptance-angle ray r2 with the Cartesian oval are
just the borders of the ring of secondary lens’ surface.

Finally, in order to reduce the influence of manufacturing
precision, a cone-shaped prism to collect the sunlight that
does not reach the solar cell is added to consummate

the CPVs, as shown with bold lines in Figure 6, the optical
efficiency of total CPVs will be further improved. The angle
α of incline T can lie with respect to the horizontal is in the
range of 20◦ ∼30◦; however, any other suitable angle will
work as long as most of solar ray r can be reflected to the
solar cell at the incline T .

3. Example and Discussions

Considering the cost of the manufacture of a real lens,
numerical simulation based on the most widely used Monte
Carlo ray tracing optical software is an efficient way to val-
idate the concentrator design. A simple high concentration
circular Fresnel lens was designed and simulated to validate
this novel design method. The specifications of the design
parameters are diameter of Fresnel lens 51 mm, focus of
Fresnel lens 21 mm, drag angle is 2◦, diameter of second-
ary lens 8.6 mm, and diameter of solar cell 2 mm. The geo-
metrical concentration is 625x and the aspect ratio of the
entire optical system is smaller than 0.5. For this study we
choose PMMA as the base Fresnel lens material for the
optics. This is a very good option: high transmission factor,
susceptible of molding manufacturing and with low cost.
However, it is not suitable to be as the material of the second-
ary lens due to high temperature resulted from the high
concentration, which will distort the plastic material. Thus
the glass material of BK7 is adopted as the secondary lens
material. The width of each groove is about 3 mm, which can
be freely adjusted due to manufacturing condition.

As shown in Figure 1, in our example, the primary
Fresnel lens has six TIR sawteeth and two refractive sawteeth.
The secondary lens has three aspherical rings. The first three
TIR sawteeth of primary Fresnel lens correspond to the first
ring of secondary lens and the secondary three TIR sawteeth
correspond to the secondary ring. The two direct refraction
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Figure 5: Design of secondary lens. (a) Specification of the type of secondary lens’ front surface. (b) Calculation of the borders of secondary
lens’ front surface.
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Figure 6: Schematic drawing of the secondary lens whose T surface
is designed as cone shaped.

sawteeth and a centre lens correspond to the tertiary ring.
The profile of compound Fresnel lens for CPVs is calculated
by the method mentioned above (see, e.g., Figure 7(a)), and
its 3-dimension model is also created in CAD software: Solid-
Works. And then we imported the 3-dimension solid into the
widely used currently commercialized optical software, such
as TracePro in this paper, for ray tracings of the optical system
(see, e.g., Figure 7(b)).

This simulation was done by assuming that the refractive
index of material PMMA and BK7 are 1.49 and 1.52 (λ =
546.1 nm), respectively, and the solar flux exists as parallel
rays with a divergence angle of 0.27◦ [7, 8]. The computer
simulations of ray tracings use 2 million rays. The simula-
tions of two traditional Fresnel concentrators without sec-
ondary lens and with secondary lens was also done to
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Figure 7: Profile and 3D cutaway view of a compound Fresnel-R
lens for CPV system.
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compare. Both the traditional Fresnel concentrators have an
equivalent concentration. Based upon these simulations the
novel Fresnel concentrator is found to have a 90% accep-
tance angle of ±1.3 degrees (see, e.g., Figure 8). It is much
better than the traditional Fresnel concentrator without a
secondary lens, whose acceptance angle is always smaller
than ±1 degrees. Although the acceptance angle of the
traditional Fresnel concentrator with a secondary lens is close
to the novel concentrator, its aspect ratio (1.2) is almost twice
bigger than the novel concentrator (0.5).

As depicted in Table 1, the final optical efficiency received
on the solar cell at normal incidence is even more than 82%.
Clearly, the main losses of this new optical system come from
the Fresnel loss (e.g., reflection at the material/air interface),
the sum of which is up to about 12.73%. The secondary is
the shadow loss that occur at the vertical facets of primary
Fresnel lens, which is about 4.5%. The Figure 9 shows the
spectral transmission power of the designed optics system
from 300 nm to 1800 nm: near 82.6% efficiency is achieved
in the spectral range for triple-junction solar cells under solar
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Figure 10: 3D irradiance distribution on the cell when the sun
ray is at normal incidence. (a) Traditional Fresnel lens. (b) Novel
compound Fresnel lens.

direction normal radiation (AM1.5D) due to the inclination
angle, T, of the secondary lens.

In 3D the irradiance distribution is relatively uniform in
the radial direction but not in the azimuthal direction be-
cause of its rotational symmetry. The simulation results are
shown in Figure 10 when the sun ray at normal incidence.
Note that the “irradiance” in Figure 10 is not the real
irradiance value, it is the ratio of the real irradiance to
the standard solar direction radiation (1000 W/m2). The
maximum local irradiance value is below 2000x (see, e.g.,
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Table 1: The main losses of this concentrator system, considering
the normal incidence and divergence angle of solar.

The reason of losses Losses Transmission

Fresnel losses on the front surface of
primary Fresnel lens

−3.94% 96.06%

Fresnel losses on the sawteeth surface of
primary Fresnel lens

−5.24% 90.82%

Losses due to the drag angle of primary
Fresnel lens’ sawteeth

−4.50% 86.32%

Fresnel losses on the surface of secondary
lens

−3.55% 82.77%

Total power efficiency on the surface of solar cell: 82.77%

Figure 10(b)), which is better than the traditional Fresnel lens
with a secondary design: 4000x (see, e.g., Figure 10(a)), and
the uniformity is still sufficient to prevent the local peak ir-
radiance from enlarging to deteriorate the solar cell.

4. Conclusions

A novel design of the compound Fresnel concentrator for
CPV system was presented to increase the concentration
factor, reduce the aspect ratio, and improve the optical per-
formance on the solar cell. The simulation results have iden-
tified that using this method to design Fresnel concentrator,
the aspect ratio (/ f number) can be less than 0.5, the optical
efficiency of the optical system can be obtained more than
80% and the uniformity of irradiance on the solar cell can
also be controlled to guarantee the good performance for
the solar cell. All these factors will be helpful to substantially
enhance the performance of CPVs and reduce its related cost
when it is mass installed. The concentration module based on
this novel compound Fresnel lens is a promising option for
the development of a cost-effective photovoltaic solar energy
generation.
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